Top 10 Tips to Improve Your
Drawings
Master Drawing one Step at a Time

REMEMBER:
Drawing is a Skill. Without practice you won’t get far, that’s why I’m giving you my Top 10
Tips to use when Drawing, making you Improve Quickly and Steadily.
TIP #1: Keep your Sketchbook with You
1. You will always have a place to Sketch when you feel like it.
2. It will come naturally to sketch Daily.

TIP #2: Pay Attention to your Surroundings!
1. Drawing is 50% about seeing what you want to Draw and the other 50% actually
Drawing it.
2. Forget what you think you know and think of the Actual Shapes.

TIP #3: Use REFERENCES!
1. I keep telling this over and over at my Classes, References are there to Help you!
2. And no, it is NOT cheating, not even close.
3. Study all the References you can Find.

TIP #4: Vary Line Weight
1. Do different Line Weights to increase the Motion of your Character/Object.
2. Heavier Weight for Heavier Objects, Lighter Weight for Lighter Objects, makes
sense right?
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TIP #5: Draw A Silhouette
1. Having trouble giving expression to a Character? Draw a Silhouette First!
2. Want to Create a Character and don’t know how to start? Draw a Silhouette!
3. Want to d- DRAW A SILHOUETTE! (no really, do a bunch of those, they will help
you alot in the long term)

TIP #6: Be Consistent
1. This is a bit more advanced, but once you got the hang of Drawing, don’t try to
Mimic every famous Artist that you know.
2. Focus on improving your own Art without comparing yourself to others all the
time, do your Thing and be consistent with it.

TIP #7: Know your Tools
1. Be it Digital or Traditional, know your Tools.
2. Master Photoshop, Master Pencil, Master Manga Studio, Master Ink.
3. Whichever Tool you love, Own it! Master your Tool.

TIP #8: Loosen Up
1. Don’t try to overwork yourself, keep it Light and Fun.
2. Rome wasn’t built in a Day.
3. This will also translate to your lines, so keep them loose and chill, your Art will
improve steadily with time and practice.

TIP #9: Study the Old Masters
1. Ever been to a Museum and loved an old Painting? Go back home and study it.
2. Study the Lines, the Colors, the Volumes, enter the Mind of the Artist.
3. Find your Favourite Master of [Painting/Art/Watercolour/etc] and study their
every Move, focus on finding your own Style later.
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TIP #10: Take a Class
1. You can only teach yourself so Much, learning from other People will help you get
better Faster and with Purpose.
2. A bit of a self-promotion here, but I have a Class on Figure Drawing: Gesture
Drawing perfect for improving your Art one step at a Time.

3. Over 800 Students have taken it already, come say Hi!

BONUS TIP: Practice, Practice, Practice
1. You’ve heard it a thousand times, and here’s once more: Practice!
2. Practice each day when you have a break, even if it’s on a tiny piece of Paper
while you’re in the Toilet, just do it!

I hope these tips have been Helpful to you, if you’re interested in Learning more, check
my Class on Udemy and get Over 70% OFF by joining through this Link! (Click it Now!)
Or check out my other Posts on the Website, see you soon!
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